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The 2-day CCMG 2019 Conference, themed AFRICA’S CALLING, offers a wonderful
opportunity for delegates to share information and debate a set of topics which are
relevant to the Contact Centre industry. As a delegate you will benefit from a 360 view of
innovative strategies, as well as implementable solutions and tactics to apply in your own
organisations in a practical way.
Essentially, you will be empowered with information and knowledge to lead the African
contact centre revolution, thereby promoting international recognition, exceptional CX,
improved customer loyalty, higher staff morale, and ultimately increased revenue.
As an important role-player in the Contact Centre industry, will you heed the call?
Do you realise that the time to position and promote Africa's impact on the Contact
Centre industry is now?
AFRICA’S CALLING!

Thank you to our sponsors for the
upcoming conference

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT FROM THE AFRICA’S CALLING
CONFERENCE THIS YEAR?
CONFERENCE SPEAKERS
The Contact Centre Management Group (CCMG) Conference is widely regarded as a
premier business-to-business event on the local South African conferencing calendar.
Under the theme, AFRICA’S CALLING, the CCMG 2019 Conference will aim to highlight
the integral role that the African Continent plays as a powerhouse in the global contact
centre arena.
The speaker line-up will represent the best that the local and international contact centre
industry has to offer; from visionaries to senior leaders, and influencers covering relevant
topics and contact centre trends ranging from Artificial Intelligence (AI), technological
advances, CX and EX, and leadership and data analysis to name a few.
We have a few speakers returning to the Conference again this year by popular demand,
integrated with a few first-time speakers. Here’s a sneak peek:
POMMIE LUTCHMAN
FOUNDER AND CEO: OCULAR TECHNOLOGIES
In a career that spans over two decades, Pommie played an in integral role in
the Business Development and Integration Services divisions at Siemens
Enterprise Networks, and, was instrumental in the implementation and
management of the MultiChoice Distributed Call Centre network in the late
1990’s.
He now heads up Ocular Technologies, a specialist Customer Engagement &
Digital Experience solution provider and tech incubator that provides Intelligent
Interaction Management, Robotic Process Automation, Natural Language
Processing and Cognitive Analysis & Design, as well as Contact Centre
Technologies, Workforce Management & Social Media Integration solutions to
the Southern Africa region.
A finalist in the “Top Black Male Entrepreneur” category at the 2011 Impumelelo
Empowerment Awards, Pommie features regularly on the South African
speaking circuit, providing Thought Leadership insights and advice on topics
such as The Consumerisation of IT, Social Media in the Enterprise, Contact
Centre Best Practices, Cognitive Computing & AI, and even Generation Theory.

ADAM RABINOWITZ
CHIEF IMAGINATOR: IMAGIN8
Adam is a dynamic and engaging speaker. He previously guest
lectured for the University of Pretoria’s GIBS Business School, the
University of Stellenbosch, as well as Duke University in North Carolina,
USA. He holds an MBA from the GIBS Business School.
GERHARD VISSER (SNR)
MANAGING EXECUTIVE: eSTUDY
Gerhard is a professional management consultant; his specific strength
is in the area of business development across a number of industries.
He is shareholder of the BEE Analyst & Associates Group, as well as
eStudy. His management consultant work focuses on B-BBEE and
skills development. Gerhard is directly involved in various international
businesses; these include EuropAssist, Societe Generale, and TiAuto.
ANDRE VERMEULEN
CEO:NEURO-LINK
Dr André Vermeulen is the founding member and CEO of Neuro-Link, a
boutique consultancy utilizing applied neuroscience to develop talent,
increase performance and maintain wellness. He is a workplace
learning specialist who offers cutting edge neuro-agility assessments
(NAP™) and learning solutions to organizations and people to move
performance forward. André is a business innovator who has developed
and patented various neuroscience assessments and applied
neuroscience learning solutions that are used by thousands of adults,
and children in education, business and sports across the globe. He has
published more than 43 leading articles on the development implications
of the brain and mental health. As an internationally recognized thought
leader in the neuroscience of learning and neuro-agility, Dr André
Vermeulen brings more than 27 years’ experience in
helping people and organizations develop talent and increase their
performance.

ANTHONY EVA
CO-FOUNDER: bizAR REALITY
Anthony Eva is the Co – Founder of bizAR Reality. As a technology
consultant he has assisted many organisations and companies keep up
with the fast pace of technology and keep ahead of competitors in their
field. Speaking of major platforms such as at the United Nations
Summit, 702 Talk Radio, SABC News and several other conferences
and is seen as an expert in the field of AR and VR.
JEFF KIAN
CEO: XDS
Jeff Kian is a former Chemical Engineer turned Data and Innovation
enthusiast. His experience range a host of industries from
manufacturing, logistics, strategic advisory and financial services. He is
currently running a 15 man data science team specialising is using data
and technology to help organisations enhance insight, optimise process
efficiency and minimise risk.
PATRICK CORMODY
BUSINESS DEVELOPER: HEADSET SOLUTIONS
Patrick Carmody assists Contact Centre’s & Solution Providers in
understanding the importance of using a high quality contact centre
headset from Global Manufacturers and offers a wide range of products
and services - from Contact Centre / Unified Communication headsets
and Service / SaaS / Maintenance Contracts.
Drawing on 18 years’ experience in Contact Centre’s, Communications
and IT, Patrick now focuses mainly on Business Development and User
Headset Adoptions programmes. Passionate about Unified
Communications in the Contact Centre’s and its possibilities, Patrick
provides services that assist Clients with the fundamental requirements
for their Contact Centre’s and the Agent that will be using the products.
Patrick has assisted some of the largest Contact Centre’s in Southern
Africa with providing them with the correct solution within their
environment.

DEON SCHEEPERS
CCO: PIVOTAL DATA
Deon Scheepers is the Chief Customer Officer at Pivotal Data. In this
capacity, he collaborates closely with internal sales teams, channelpartners and customers to demonstrate how technology solutions can
resolve customer service challenges, achieve business objectives,
improve customer experience and drive digital transformation strategies.
Deon has worked on large scale customer experience projects across a
range of vertical sectors and contributed to the industry in technical,
sales, managerial and consulting roles over the past three decades. He
is an accomplished contact centre professional and customer
experience thought leader.
SARINA DE BEER
MANAGING DIRECTOR: Ask Africa
Sarina de Beer is Managing Director at Ask Afrika. She is steeped in the
Ask Afrika tradition of strong academic grounding. She has two Masters
degrees, in Psychology, and in Research Psychology, having started
her career as a lecturer at the University of Pretoria. Here her driving
ambition was born to become a respected researcher. This drive
flourished at Ask Afrika where she managed to create a synergy
between business consulting and research. Sarina’s conceptual
mastery is annually showcased at the primary conferences the Ask
Afrika Group offer- the Orange Index® and the Icon Brands™
benchmarks. Her incisive analytical capability teamed with an intuition
for picking up on social trends has made her a well-respected persona
in the industry.
MARGIE MIDDLETON
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER: NODUBE
Margie Middleton is a dynamic and creative people’s person with the
results-orientation and problem-solving ability of a natural leader. She
has an orientation towards strategic management where her experience
gained from diverse line management positions across service
industries can best be applied. With a background as a risk underwriter,
Margie has well-rounded general management ability and good
analytical, organisational, inter-personal and communications skills.
These support her specific belief in the power of excellent customer
management strategies to create and sustain competitive advantage.
Her particular expertise is in building capacity and frontline support for
the operationalisation of strategy. Margie currently heads up a
consulting and training company specialising in customer management
strategies.

PERRY DE JAGER
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: PRINCIPA
Perry has been involved in Collections and Recoveries for the past 12
years, spending time in different market segments ranging from law
firms to investment companies. At Principa, Perry has worked on
extended projects within both South Africa and the Middle East with
some of the largest financial organisation, providing on-site consulting
within the collections and recoveries space covering strategy, process,
people and technology.
We will profile more of our speakers in the weeks leading up to our
AFRICA’S CALLING 2019 Conference.

CONFERENCE FEES & DISCOUNTS

In order to ensure that as many delegates are able to attend the Africa’s Calling 2019 Conference, CCMG will
not be increasing the fees to attend this year.
Travel and accommodation costs for delegates travelling to Johannesburg will be for delegates’ own account.
For attendance on both days we will be allocating 10 CPD points
Last Minute Flash Sale!
Not-to-be-missed special - 1x conference ticket, for only R2500,00 (excluding VAT).
BUT WAIT! THERE IS MORE!
For the price of 1 x Conference Ticket, ONLY R5750,00 incl.VAT, you get:
Access to the two day Contact Centre Conference & Expo
Free Professional Membership for 1 year
Free participation in doing your designation.
With a total value of R 9545,00 - giving you savings of R 3 795,00!This valuable offer is only available now,
don't miss out*
No other discounts apply (corporate and current membership discounts do not apply)

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

DAY 1: Thursday 31 October 2019
7:30
8:00
9:30
10:00

11:00
12:00
12:45

13:45
14:45
15:15
16:15
17:00

Registration
Plenary Session
The 4th Industrial Revolution
Tea
eStudy The ingredients of the ideal skills cuisine in South
Africa
Gerhard Visser Leading the pack
Pivotal Building the Customer Experience Centre of the Future
Deon Scheepers Into the Wild
Lunch
Principa Self-service and the future balance between tech and
people in the call centre industry
Perry de Jager Into the Wild
Ask Afrika Living the Promise One Moment at a time
Sarina de Beer The Art of Tracking
Tea
Nodube Where Do Old Contact Centres Go To Die?
Margie Middleton Into the Wild
Imagin8 It's not the salesman that makes the sale
Adam Rabinowitz The Art of Tracking
Q&A and Wrap Up

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

DAY 2: Friday 1 November 2019
7:30
8:00
9:30
10:00

11:00

12:00
12:45
13:45

14:45
15:15

16:15
17:45

Registration
Plenary Session
e-Tailing
Tea
Neurolink Neuro-Agility: A New Paradigm for Safeguarding
People against Disruptive Change
Andre Vermeulen Into the Wild
Headset Solutions INSIGHTWARE – Better Insights, Better
Business
Patrick Carmody The Art of Tracking
Lunch
Ocular Technologies Introducing Specific AI into the wild
Pommie Lutchman Into the Wild
BizAR Reality Digitalisation, Advanced Technologies and
what does it mean for our workforce
Anthony Eva Into the Wild
Tea
XDS Get paid - call centre must be an extended channel of
business
Jeff Kian The Art of Tracking
Plenary Session
POPI Act
Networking & Wrap Up

WHY ELSE SHOULD
YOU ATTEND?
If you’ve attended any of our Contact Centre Conferences before, you will
agree that is has become the premier contact centre professional event
on the business-to-business calendar. If you’re going to be a first-time
delegate, here are more reasons why you absolutely have to attend:
·

Develop your skills, learn more about the contact centre industry,
and acquire industry-specific knowledge than can help you grow, both
personally and professionally.

·

Meet thought-leaders in the industry, ask questions, share ideas,
and expound on the content which is to be covered.
·

·

Learn from the experiences of your peers.

Learn about valuable resources which are relevant to your contact
centre.
·

Show commitment to your profession.

There can be no substitute for attending the Africa’s Calling 2019
Conference. When you make this investment of time and money, you
return to your workplace with a renewed sense of purpose, armed with
new knowledge, tools, and new contacts that may very well become longterm relationships. Such benefits are sure to contribute to your personal
and professional growth and development.

All that now remains is for you to BOOK YOUR SEAT! Here’s how:
·
Email us at events@ccmg.org.za to request a booking form.
Completed booking forms are to be returned to events@ccmg.org.za.
For more information about Africa’s Calling 2019 Conference, kindly
contact us on:
Tel:
+27 (0)10 003 0020
Fax: +27 (0)11 781 3886
E-mail: info@ccmg.org.za
Or log on to our website: https://conference.ccmg.org.za/

